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Whether you're just starting out or a seasoned wildlife watcher, this book will help you to
broaden your enjoyment of your hobby and explore wildlife in a range of different habitats and
environments. You'll learn a host of techniques including observing without disturbing, different
ways of recording what you see, including note-taking, sketching and photography, filming and
sound recording, as well as how to organise and report what you've seen. Finally, there's
plenty of information on how you can give something back to the natural environment through
safeguarding your local area's wildlife and involvement with conservation.
Whether you're seeking Firecrests or Hawfinch in the New Forest, Osprey in Dorset or eagles
on the Isle of Wight, this book tells you where to go, what you'll see and when to see it. Keith
Betton's fully revised and updated fifth edition of Where to Watch Birds in Dorset, Hampshire
and the Isle of Wight is the essential site guide for any birdwatcher visiting or resident in the
area. This book contains a comprehensive review of the area's significant birdwatching sites,
providing all the information necessary to make the most of each and every trip, whatever the
time of year. This edition also incorporates new sites and revised mapping throughout and has
notes on access and target species. This book is an indispensable resource for birders in this
bird-rich sweep of southern England.
Pocket-sized travel guides making the most of the British Isles through clearly laid-out walks
and tours. Explore the best of Devon and Cornwall with this indispensably practical Insight
Great Breaks Guide. From making sure you don't miss out on must-see attractions like the
Eden Project, Exeter, Tresco Gardens, Dartmoor and Torquay, to discovering hidden gems,
including Tintagel, the easy-to-follow, ready-made walking routes will save you time, help you
plan and enhance your Great Break in Devon and Cornwall. Practical, pocket-sized and
packed with inspirational insider information, this is the ideal on-the-move companion to your
trip to Devon and Cornwall. - Over 13 walks and tours: detailed itineraries feature all the best
places to visit, including where to eat along the way - Local highlights: discover what makes
the area special, its top sights and unique attractions, and be inspired by stunning imagery Insider recommendations: where to stay and what to do, from active pursuits to themed trips Rainy day recommendations: uncover plenty of options, whatever the weather - Practical
maps: get around with ease and follow the walks and tours using the detailed maps Informative tips: plan your travels with a useful practical section to ensure effortless exploration
- Inventive design makes for an engaging, easy-reading experience - Covers: Exeter and
Topsham, East Devon, the English Riviera, The South Hams, Plymouth and the Tamar Valley,
Dartmoor, North Devon, Exmoor, the South Coast harbours, Truro, Land's End Peninsula, the
North Coast and the Isles of Scilly About Insight Guides: Insight Guides is a pioneer of fullcolour guide books, with almost 50 years' experience of publishing high-quality, visual travel
guides with user-friendly, modern design. We produce around 400 full-colour print guide books
and maps, as well as phrase books, picture-packed eBooks and apps to meet different
travellers' needs. Insight Guides' unique combination of beautiful travel photography and focus
on history and culture create a unique visual reference and planning tool to inspire your next
adventure.
A guide to birdwatching sites in the Canary Islands: this book shows you where to go and
when to visit for the best birding experience. This guide is best used alongside your field guide
- it does not include information about identifying birds. This site guide provides detailed
information on the best birding spots on this attractive island archipelago. Each site entry gives
location and access, accommodation, birding strategy and species expected to be seen. It also
includes a selective bird list giving brief details on the distribution and status of the uncommon
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birds which may be found, cross-referenced to site information, as well as a full species list. It
includes additional useful information on planning a trip, such as travel options, climate and
clothing, and health and medical facilities. This is a site guide, not an identification guide.
The definitive guide to finding birds in Northern and Eastern Spain. This region embraces an
impressive range of habitats from the Pyrenees to the sun-drenched Catalan coast. As a
consequence the area is rich in birdlife and full of potential for visiting birders. Almost 200 sites
are described in this fully updated third edition, with full coverage of terms of habitat, access
and the species to be seen. The accounts are illustrated by detailed maps and beautiful line
drawings of selected species. Where to Watch Birds in Northern and Eastern Spain includes
comprehensive coverage of all thirteen autonomous regions, a descriptive list of all the
resident, visiting and rare birds to be found, as well as advice on watching seabirds from key
sites like Estaca de Bares. This edition provides better coverage than ever to one of the most
popular birding destinations in Europe.
The Rough Guide to South Africa, Lesotho & Swaziland is the ultimate travel guide to Africa's
most diverse and most traveler-friendly country with clear maps and detailed coverage of all
the best South African attractions. Discover South Africa's highlights in full color, with stunning
photography and information on everything from the top Cape Town sights, the best KwaZuluNatal beaches, the most luxurious places to stay in the Cape Winelands and the pick of the
safari lodges in the Kruger National Park. Find detailed practical advice on what to see and do
in South Africa, relying on up-to-date descriptions of the best hotels, bars, clubs, shops and
restaurants for all budgets. The Rough Guide to South Africa, Lesotho & Swaziland also
includes detailed coverage of all the best things to do in South Africa and the best places to do
them whether whale watching at De Hoop Nature Reserve, shark-cage diving in False Bay or
bunjee jumping from the Gouritz River Bridge.
This pocket-sized miscellany, packed with fascinating facts, handy hints, and captivating
stories and quotes from the world of birds, is perfect for anyone who knows the incomparable
joy of birdwatching.
Comprehensive coverage of the best fishing waters along the northeast coast.
A fetching look at the waders and shorebirds who flock to California's waters.
Readable and practical account of wetland bird ecology and conservation.
"The moist, sultry northern coast of the Gulf of Mexico hosts a remarkably diverse bird
community of more than three hundred species. Waders and seabirds, waterfowl, nightjars and
owls, hummingbirds, thrushes and mimic thrushes, warblers, grosbeaks, tanagers, larks,
blackbirds, sparrows, and finches all thrive in the various ecosystems of the Gulf Coast and
swirl in and out with the seasons. Featuring 175 color photographs by nature photographer
Brian K. Miller and essays by natural history columnist and lecturer William R. Fontenot, Birds
of the Gulf Coast depicts the mystery and majesty of these beautiful creatures and highlights
the importance of the region to the birds' conservation." "Together with Fontenot's essays,
these photographs convey the luxuriant abundance that characterizes bird life of the Gulf
Coast. This is a book that will inspire seasoned birders and novices alike to explore the
region's woodlands, marshes, and beaches and discover for themselves the avian riches that
await."--BOOK JACKET.Title Summary field provided by Blackwell North America, Inc. All
Rights Reserved
Whether you are a bird-watcher, an angler, a hiker, a diver, an environmentalist, or merely a
weekend nature lover, this guide will provide hours of fascinating reading and be an invaluable
reference for years to come.
The Rough Guide to South Africa is the definitive guide to one of the world's most fascinating
and varied countries. Now available in ePub format. With accommodation listings that range
from the most sumptuous safari lodges to cheap and cheerful backpacker lodges in stunning
coastal positions, there's something for every budget. In-depth coverage on South Africa's
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many nature reserves is complemented by an illustrated wildlife guide, to help you make the
most of your time on safari. Whether you want to explore the country's big sights - from the
wilds of Kruger National Park and the best spots for whale watching to Cape Town's vibrant
dining scene - or to uncover its many hidden gems, such as the dramatic desert scenery of the
Richtersveld, The Rough Guide to South Africa is your indispensible travelling companion.
Make the most of your time on EarthTM with The Rough Guide to South Africa.
Cyprus is a great place for birding, and one of the most popular places for birders to visit in
Europe. It holds populations of a number of regional scarcities that are very hard to see
elsewhere, plus a number of endemic subspecies, and the two jewels in the crown – two full
endemics, Cyprus Wheatear and Cyprus Warbler, the latter of which graces the jacket of this
new Helm field guide to the island. Detailed plates are allied to concise identification text, with
accurate maps stemming from Colin Richardson's decades-long programme of populationmapping on the island. Together, these elements make this the definitive guide to Cyprus's
birds, one that no visitor to this beautiful island can be without.
Profiles more than 250 species regularly seen in the region. Authoritative text includes
information on identification, songs and calls, behaviour, distribution and habitat. Packed with
full-colour photographs, each carefully selected to guide identification. The ideal pocket-sized
guide – perfectfor nature-loving travellers and birdwatchers visiting Italy.
The Rough Guide to South Africa is the most comprehensive and informative guide available
to this spectacular country. You’ll find detailed information on everything from hiking in the
mysterious Drakensberg to sampling wine in the many Western Cape’s estates. Updated
specifically for travellers visiting South Africa for the football World Cup in 2010, Lesotho and
Swaziland have been excluded from the book allowing for more in-depth information on how to
tackle the World Cup in this edition. Whether you want to wander the pastel-coloured streets of
the Bo-Kaap, explore the Garden Route’s dramatic Storms River Mouth, or get spine-tinglingly
close to lions and other big game in Kruger National Park, this guide will lead you to the best
attractions in South Africa. The Rough Guide to South Africa features up-to-date reviews of all
the hottest new places to stay from hotels in South Africa to community minded
accommodations and tour companies. Find the best restaurants, shops, bars and clubs in
South Africa across every price range giving you balanced reviews and honest, first-hand
opinions. Explore all corners of South Africa with authoritative background on everything from
local cuisine to desert wildlife, relying on practical language tips.
Seventy Years of Birdwatching is not truly an autobiography, there is too little about the author
in it, though the personality of this exceptional, shy and gentle man comes through. This is a
book about birdwatching, birdwatchers and, above all, birds. It is, in some measure, also a
history of the development of modern ornithology in Britain -although the author's birdwatching
extended over parts of three continents, Europe, India and North America. H. G. Alexander
began birdwatching in earnest in 1898 and has never stopped. He has met or corresponded
with most of the leading ornithologists of this century; his first article in British Birds appeared
in 1909, and it may surprise many to discover how much of practical ornithology that is
deliberated today was debated and practised so many years ago. During more than seventy
years the author has witnessed important changes in resident and migrant bird populations in
Britain. Dungeness, for example, was almost as uninhabited as the moon when he first knew it
and Kentish Plovers bred there by the score, but Carrion Crows were a rarity. Over the years
he saw the gradual decline of the Red-backed Shrike, Corncrake and Wryneckbut he was
instrumental in bringing one bird to Britain, the hitherto 'undiscovered' Willow Tit which he, with
others, helped to identify. Fifty years ago H. G. Alexander had already covered scores of sixinch Ordnance Survey maps with his mapping records and these, together with his notebooks
and correspondence with contemporaries, supply an absorbing glimpse of a birdwatching era
that was fascinatingly like and yet unlike our own. Perhaps this is why today's birdwatcher has
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only to turn the pages to be enthralled.
This guide is a successor to the much acclaimed Birds of the Indian Subcontinent by the same
authors. Covering southern India, the superb plates are accompanied by a succinct text
highlighting identification, voice, habitat, altitudinal range, distribution and status. The text is on
facing pages to the plates, for easy reference. Like previous guides covering Bhutan, Northern
India and Nepal, this guide is a perfect size for use in the field and will be an essential
companion when visiting this region.
Both evocative and magical, Zanzibar offers travellers the quintessential Indian Ocean
experience; palm fringed coastlines, powder- white sand, and colourful aquatic life.Passionate
about detail, Chris and Susan McIntyre have carried out extensive on-the-ground research in
producing this updated edition. There has been significant growth in the number of hotels,
lodges and guesthouses on all three main islands since the last edition and, consequently, the
accommodation listings have increased significantly: notably in Zanzibar Town (Stone Town),
Matemwe, Michamvi Peninsula, and Mafia island. They visited all the accommodation listed.
With almost 300 properties featured, many are newly built and the vast majority (spanning all
budget levels) do not feature in any other guide on the market. Each entry has a detailed
description with a strong emphasis on guiding readers to the most ethical options. Zanzibar
goes into far greater depth than its competitors on the natural environment, history, culture,
and sights. Few other guide books cover the islands of Pemba and Mafia in any detail and yet
they are easily combined in a trip. With a focus on the environment, visitors are directed
towards fair-trade shopping opportunities and sustainable marine parks. This new edition also
includes a dedicated section on southern Tanzanian safaris, making this guide excellent for
readers looking for a bush and beach combination. Advice is given on how to be sensitive to
the local Muslim culture. Bradt's guide is the most frequently and scrupulously updated guide
available, vital for a destination with tourism growing and changing so rapidly.
This easy-to-use guide gives seasonal information for both popular birding sites and those off
the beaten path. Precise directions to the best viewing locations within the region's diverse
habitats enable birdwatchers to efficiently explore urban and wild birding hotspots. Over 500
species of birds can be seen in New York City's five boroughs and on Long Island, one of the
most densely populated and urbanized regions in North America, which also happens to be
situated directly on the Atlantic Flyway. In this fragmented environment of scarce resources,
birds concentrate on what's available. This means that high numbers of birds are found in
small spaces. In fact, Central Park alone attracts over 225 species of birds, which birders from
around the world flock to see during spring and fall migration. Beyond Central Park, the five
boroughs and Long Island have numerous wildlife refuges of extraordinary scenic beauty
where resident and migratory birds inhabit forests, wetlands, grasslands, and beaches. These
special places present an opportunity to see a wide array of songbirds, endangered nesting
shorebirds, raptors, and an unprecedented number and variety of waterfowl. Including the
latest information on the seasonal status and distribution of more than 400 species, with 39
maps and over 50 photographs, this full-color guide features information essential to planning
a birding visit. It will become the go-to book for both the region's longtime birders and those
exploring the area for the first time.
The Peddars Way and Norfolk Coast Path National Trail is an easy-to-follow 130-mile trail that
combines the best of inland and coastal walking in Norfolk, and one that, being well
waymarked, largely flat and within easy reach of public transport for most of its length, is ideal
for people new to long-distance walks. Described in 11 stages, the route can be walked in just
over a week but also easily split into day walks or over a series of weekends, with full
information about access to start and finish points for each stage by public transport. This
handy guidebook is illustrated throughout with extracts of OS 1:50K mapping and stunning
photographs depicting the Trail in all seasons and describes points of interest along the way,
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including the Norfolk Songlines sculptures, and also facilities available in the towns and
villages. The trail is a walk of two halves. The Peddars Way begins at Knettishall Heath in
Suffolk and follows the route of an old Roman road for over 40 miles to Holme-next-the-Sea,
where it meets the Norfolk Coast Path (which begins nearby, at Hunstanton). This then follows
the spectacular Norfolk coast to the seaside town of Hopton-on-Sea.
The Complete Guide to Ireland's Birds includes the most up-to-date distribution maps and full
descriptions of males, females, immatures, voice, diet and preferred habitat of over 300
species.
Learning birdsong is not just a way to become a better bird-spotter. It is tuning in: a way of
hearing the soundtrack of Planet Earth... Why do birds sing? What are they trying to say?
Birdsong is not just about natural history. It is also about our history. We got melody from birds
as we got rhythm from the womb. This vital book, with a free podcast available online, takes
you from winter into deepest spring, teaching you how to recognise song after song as the
chorus swells. You start with robin, and end up listening to nightingales. Along the way, you will
learn the science of birdsong the difference between song and call, the physiology of
songbirds, what birdsong tells us about evolution, and indeed the very beginnings of life itself.
The aim is to give you a flying start in birdsong so that, after reading this book, you ll be
listening to order, not chaos, to Bach, not white noise. You will be more aware of the wild
world, and better able to understand it.
The Bradt guide was the first travel guide to concentrate exclusively on Zanzibar and Pemba.
This sixth edition brings every aspect of travel on the islands up to date, from sourcing hotels
to creating an individual itinerary from the selection of landmarks, markets, and activities
detailed in the guide. Fascinating background on the history and culture of the islands, a
thorough section on land and marine wildlife, and a guide to the architectural treasures of
Stone Town will help the traveler discover many aspects of Zanzibar. Features include:
All of the Nethersole-Thompson family contribute in some measure to this book but it is Dr
Desmond Nethersole-Thompson's life-long interest in waders which gives the work its
exceptional quality and authority. For well over fifty years the study of waders and their
behaviour has been his passion, and his great knowledge and experience are internationally
recognised. There is a bonus, too, for the reader in the particular freshness and style of his
writing which conveys not only his closely observed, patient study but also the joy and
satisfaction he has known in watching such intriguing and beautiful birds, mainly in their
Scottish habitats. The core of the book is the comprehensive accounts of the biology and
behaviour of 18 species of waders in their breeding haunts (see Contents list). In addition there
are chapters on waders generally, wader spacing and dispersion, the wader watchers of past
and recent times, and two final chapters on new or returning waders and those pipe-dream
species that, not too fancifully, may yet breed one day in these islands. Voice is one of the
headings within the species accounts but there is also an appendix of sonagrams of wader
songs and calls; there are tables of data and an extensive, selected bibliography. Donald
Watson has provided more than a hundred drawings to complement and embellish the text and
there are 32 photographs. Jacket paintings by Donald Watson
Across the Adriatic from Italy, Montenegro occupies one of Europe's hidden corners. With
medieval gems and a stark rugged beauty, the country offers something for cultural and active
travellers alike. This fifth edition of Bradt's Montenegro is the most up-to-date and detailed
guide to the country available. It contains the comprehensive coverage of the improvements in
Montenegro's tourism infrastructure, such as the highway to Belgrade, and practical
information on where-to-go and where-to-stay, perfect for the independent traveller.
Birds are a prominent feature of the Northern Territory environment, with almost half of
Australia's bird species found there in spectacular landscapes ranging from deserts to tropics.
This guide will lead you to the Northern Territory's best birdwatching areas and help you find
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the birds. It is designed to be used in conjunction with one of the Australian field identification
guides. The book has four main sections: habitats, areas, special birds and a checklist. The
text does not discuss every bird likely to be found in every area, instead it points out interesting
species found at each site. The special birds section covers birds considered to be special to
the Northern Territory and includes tips on finding the birds and local identification hints.
Francis Meadowes is running a crime-writing course at a beautiful villa in the remote Umbrian
countryside. But when one of the group is found dead the week turns sinister, and the Italian
police turn to Francis for help. Uncovering lies, secrets and old scores to be settled, Francis
realizes something dark lurks beneath the idyllic countryside.
'Prose from a poet and a personal take on the spectacles' Chris Packham, author of Fingers in
the Sparkle Jar Shortlisted for Richard Jefferies Society & White Horse Bookshop Literary
Prize 2017 Longlisted for the Wainwright Prize 2017 Britain is a nation of bird-lovers. However,
few of us fully appreciate the sheer scale, variety and drama of our avian life. From city-centre
hunters to vast flocks straight out of the Arctic wilderness, much-loved dawn songsters to the
exotic invaders of supermarket car parks, a host of remarkable wildlife spectacles are waiting
to be discovered right outside our front doors. In A Sky Full of Birds, poet and nature writer
Matt Merritt shares his passion for birdwatching by taking us to some of the great avian
gatherings that occur around the British isles – from ravens in Anglesey and raptors on the
Wirral, to Kent nightingales and Scottish capercaillies. By turns lyrical, informative and
entertaining, he shows how natural miracles can be found all around us, if only we know where
to look for them. A Sky Full of Birds is the perfect read for avid birdwatchers and a beautiful gift
for lovers of nature and poetic prose.
Studies of marine ecology have traditionally been approached through lectures and field
courses devoted mainly to intertidal and inshore habitats, and it is surprising in these days of
increased awareness of man's environmental impact that so little attention has been given to
integrated approaches involving the whole coastal zone and including the terrestrial part, which
is man's major habitat. The coastal zone has been the subject of extensive investigation, not
only because of its biological diversity and accessibility, but also because of its economic and
aesthetic importance to man. This book is written with the intention of providing a concise but
readable account of coastal ecology for advanced undergraduates and immediate
postgraduates. We have adopted a habitat-organismal ap proach because we believe that a
knowledge of biota and major features of their environment is the best key to an understanding
of both larger-scale processes, such as energy flow and nutrient cycling, and smaller-scale but
equally fundamental processes, such as behavioural and physiological ecology. Examples
have been selected from polar, temperate and tropical regions of the world. The breadth of the
subject has dictated selectivity from sources too numerous to acknowledge individually, but we
have included an up-to-date reference list for the main subjects of each chapter.
Long-Legged Wading Birds Of The North American Wetlands combines Lucian Niemeyer's
stunning color photography with Mark Riegner's broad scientific knowledge to produce both a
beautiful and informative study of these magnificent birds.
Bradt's ever popular Tanzania has the latest information on planning a trip, whether visitors are
seeking advice on independent travel or all-inclusive safaris in luxury game lodges. The main
attractions of the Serengeti, Ngorongoro Crater, and lakes Victoir and Tanganyika are covered
in depth, with supporting advice on how to get the most out of photographic equipment,
combating danger from hippos, crocodiles, and snakes, recommended ground tour operators,
interaction with local cultures, and communicating in Swahili. Features include:
Universally recognised as by far the most authoritative work ever published on the subject, The
Birds of Africa is a superb multi-contributor reference work, with encyclopaedic species texts,
stunning paintings of all species and numerous subspecies, hundreds of informative line
drawings, detailed range maps, and extensive bibliographies. Each volume contains an
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Introduction that brings the reader up to date with the latest developments in African
ornithology, including the evolution and biogeography of African birds. Diagnoses of the
families and genera, often with superspecies maps, are followed by the comprehensive
species accounts themselves. These include descriptions of range and status, field characters,
voice, general habits, food, and breeding habits. Full bibliographies, acoustic references, and
indexes complete this scholarly work of reference. This second volume in the series deals
comprehensively with the guineafowl, francolins, buttonquails, rails, cranes, finfoot, bustards,
jacanas, painted-snipe, Crab Plover, oystercatchers, stilits and avocets, thick-knees, coursers
and pratincoles, plovers and lapwings, sandpipers and allies, skuas, gulls, terns, skimmers,
auks, sandgrouse and pigeons. The editors and artists have worked closely with other authors
- all acknowledged experts in their field - to produce a superb reference in which
comprehensive texts on every species are complemented by accurate and detailed paintings
and drawings of the birds themselves.
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